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Introduction
Adult.com is more than just an easy to remember domain name. The site is backed by Playboy and
features a massive collection of DVD content that can be watched online or downloaded to your hard
drive. What makes the site special is the fact that many of the movies have never been released online
anywhere else. So some Jenna Jameson titles, Belladonna titles and other name brand pornstars who
have become hard to find online are included in the Adult archives for your viewing pleasure.

Adult Review
There are many massive porn sites online these days and each is doing their best to find a way to stand out from the crowd.
Adult.com offers you nearly six thousand videos in DVD quality 720x480 resolution but what makes the site truly special are
the performers you will find in a lot of their movies. Jenna Jameson, Belladonna and other top names from the DVD video
store era have become hard to find online because of the exclusive deals they signed. Adult.com has ALL of them waiting for
you inside their members area!
  
  Backed by Playboy and carrying forward all the contract girls from their video DVD days to the new online digital website
market, Adult.com is the place to go for pornstars who are on the edge between adult movies and mainstream celebrity status.
The movies are good quality and the $1.00 trial option for a day pass to their archives is well worth checking out.
  
  On the downside, the site could use some work on its interface and design. You will find everything you are looking for, but
it may take you an extra couple of clicks because of the way the movies are laid out and the menu options are arranged. It
seems as if their website was designed by DVD people instead of web people... which gives it more of a video store feel than
the cutting edge digital download site it will eventually become.
  
  The lack of photos is also a bit disappointing for collectors, but with a monthly price under thirty bucks and many movies
you can no longer see anywhere else... it's easy to see why Adult.com is quickly becoming one of the most popular porn
destination on the internet!

Porn Summary
Getting access to the biggest names in porn history got a lot harder when they all started signing exclusive contracts with
specific studios. Now, because of Adult.com you can finally get access to these amazing vixens once again!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Playboy's answer to the massive DVD download site market'
Quality: 84  Updates: 92 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 84
Support: 82 Unique: 83    Taste: 82        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Brunettes, Celebrity, Classics, Cum Shots, Exclusive, Glamour, Hardcore, Massive, Petite, PornStars, Softcore, Solo, 
Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.88 Preview: 1 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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